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Abstract. The healthcare sector is one of the most challenging and fastest growing sectors in
research issues. One of these is medical care. The hospital management needs to control the
process of report generation and distribution of reports to the user (patient or doctor). The
process is done manually. We propose a project that develops an automated medical reporting service for health care environment. This is achieved by creating two window services.
Initially the window service1 checks the status field of all rows in the transaction table and
selects the rows for which the reports should be generated where the status field is “OPEN”.
For each row selected, it browses through the master tables and gets the appropriate stored
procedure and parameters to execute them and get the data which are required to generate
the report. These data are stored in the data sets and they are connected to the RDLC file
where the design of report is specified. A folder is been created named with the user-id in a
specified location and the generated medical report is saved into the created folder as a PDF
file. The window service then updates the states of the field as “WIP” (Work in process). The
Window service2 also checks the status field and selects the rows for which email should be
sent, where the status field is “WIP”. It fetches the appropriate PDF file which is saved by
window service1 and sends it as e-mail to the user, where the E-Mail ID of the user is retrieved from database. Finally, when the email is sent it updates the status as “CLS” that
represents close. Each and every action performed by both the Window Services is recorded
in the Event Log. It is very useful see the happenings in the window services and also, we can
save it as a file if needed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The healthcare sector is one of the most challenging and fastest growing sectors in India [1].
Revenues from the healthcare sector account for 5.2 per cent of the GDP, making it the third
largest growth segment in India. This project comes under one of the health care sectors
called medical care sector.
1.1
Problem statement
There are various hospitals to which people go in for treatments. The medical report should
be generated and given to the patient [2]. The patient needs to wait for a long time to get the
reports when there is a greater number of patients. This is not convenient always. Nowadays
in the challenging world, waiting time is one of the important in order to reduce the time
spent by the patients in the hospital for their reports, we propose a system known as “Explosion system in medical field” [3]. Here we generate the reports automatically that are neces995
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sary for the users (patient or doctor) according to the details they specified in the database
[4]. Our research objective is to propose a system that provides an automatic medical report
generation in the medical field. It is evident that such process could only be done by considering first the window service. In fact, as we mentioned above, we are going to create two
window services for report generation. The necessary details are filled in the database as a
reference for the window services [5]. The window service1 is used to fetch the required
medical data from the database and generate the necessary reports. The data fields which are
required for the generation of medical reports are got by the result of executed stored procedures 2 Those are specified in the database. The fetched data are stored in the form of datasets. RDLC files are created according to the type of report and connected to the appropriate datasets. Thus, while executing, final reports are generated. The generated report is stored
in specified location as a PDF file. The Window service2 is used to retrieve the generated
report from the location where the window service1 has saved [6]. The report that is retrieved
from the destination path as a PDF file is attached and sent to the requested user as Email.
The Email ID of the particular user is also fetched from the database.
2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Window service
A Window service is a neat way to automate task that need to be performed on a predefined
interval[7]. Using Visual Studio, we can create a window service and automate it. A window
service is a long-running executable that performs specific functions and which is designed
not to require user intervention. Windows services can be configured to start when the operating system is booted and run in the background as long as Windows is running, or they can
be started manually when required problems faced by the people.
Once a service is installed, it can be started or stopped in the Services tab in Windows Task
Manager [8]. The windows services can be automatically started when the computer boots,
can be paused and restarted, and do not show any user interface [25]. These features make
services ideal for use on a server or whenever you need long-running functionality that does
not interfere with other users who are working on the same computer. You can also run services in the security context of a specific user account that is different from the logged-on
user or the default computer account. The Service Controller component is used to connect to
an installed service and manipulate its state; using a Service Controller component, you can
start and stop a service, pause and continue its functioning, and send custom commands to a
service [9].
Client-side reporting architecture
The architecture of client-side reporting revolves around your client application, as shown in
Figure 1-1. Client application gathers data from your favorite data source and processes the
report definition to produce a report [10]. The Report Viewer presents the result to users. The
interesting idea here is that all steps needed to produce a report are an integral part of the client. The steps needed to create the report definition and to collect data are identical for all
supported clients. Report Designer is a collection of graphical query and design tools that are
hosted within the Microsoft Visual Studio environment [11]. Report Designer provides a Report Data pane to organize data used in your report, and tabbed views for Design and Preview
so that you can design a report interactively. Report Designer also provides query designers
to help specify data to retrieve from data sources and the Expression dialog to specify report
data to use in the report layout [12]. Report Viewer is a freely redistributable control that en996
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ables embedding reports in applications developed using the .NET Framework. Reports are
designed with drag-and-drop simplicity using Report Designer included in Visual Studio
2010. The control can process and render reports independently using a built-in engine ('local
mode') or it can display reports that are processed and rendered on a Report Server ('remote
mode').
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Our research objective is to propose a system that provides an automated medical report generation and email service [24]. This is achieved through two window services [13]. Where in,
all the reports required are generated and sent as a PDF file to the particular patient‟s emailid. Initially the data which are required to generate the report and the details of the patient are
stored in the Once the Window services are started they read the status of every record presents in the transaction table [14]. If the status is “OPEN” the first window service generate
report and saves it as a PDF file in specified location. After the report is generated and saved
it updates the status as “WIP” that is Work in process. If the status is “WIP” then the second
window service fetches the appropriate PDF file and sends it as an e-mail to the user. When
the email is sent it updates the status as “CLS” that is close.
Module Description
A Window service is a neat way to automate task that need to be performed on a predefined
interval [15]. Using Visual Studio, we can create a window service and automate it. In this
project we are using tow window services.
Window Service1:
The Window service 1 is used to generate the medical reports that are required to the users
and store it as the PDF file in a specified location. The service refreshes for a specified interval of time [16]. Initially this window service checks the status field of all rows in the transaction table and selects the rows for which the reports should be generated for which the status field is “OPEN” [17]. Then according to the code, it browses through the master tables
and gets the appropriate stored procedure and the parameters which are required to generate
the particular report. This is done for each and every row which is been selected [18]. Once
this process is done it executes the stored procedures where it gets the data which are required
to generate the report. These data are stored in the data sets 28 and the data sets are connected
to the specified RDLC filev[19]. The report design is specified in RDLC. A folder is been
created named with the user id in the specified location. Then the generated medical report is
saved into the created folder as a PDF file. Since PDF file cannot be edited the data will be
secured. After the work is done the window service updates the states of the field as “WIP”
(Work in process) representing that the medical report is not yet sent as an email.
Window service2:
The window service2 is created to send the medical reports as an attachment to the requested
user via email.
When the service is started it also checks the status field of all rows in the transaction table
and selects the rows for which the email should be sent, where the status field is “WIP” [20].
Then the window service fetches the appropriate PDF file which is saved by window service1
database in the form of tables [21] [23][26]. We create Window Services which refreshes in a
specified interval of time. the user to which the report should be sent will also be retrieved
from the master tables in the database. Finally, when the email is sent it updates the status as
997
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“CLS” that is close. Each and every action performed by both the Window Services is recorded in the Event Log [22]. It is very useful see the happenings in the window services and
also, we can save it as a file if needed.

Fig 1. Client side reporting architecture
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To evaluate the proposed system, a suitable and standard environment is needed. We
have successfully implemented the proposed system under Visual studio 2010 and SQL server 2008. The database is taken care by the SQL server and the windows service designed by
visual studio. There are about 1000 reports generated for different disease case studies. The
figure 9.1 and 9.2 explains performance of the proposed KMES system and existing system.
We have compared the proposed KMES system with the existing system in the aspects of
three major performance factors. Those factors include Time consumption, Manual intervention and Quick reply. This comparison is showed in the form of graph in the figure 2. Creation using visual studio IDE 2010. The details required for the window services were filled in
the and sends it as an e-mail to the user.
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Fig 2. Performance factors of Existing system and proposed system
The figure 2 explains that the proposed KMES system is less time consuming less manual
intervention and Quick reply when compared with the existing system. It is clearly shown
that the proposed system gives 90% quick reply compared with the existing system. The proposed KMES system has more advantages compared with the existing system. This comparison is done based on three factors such as reliability, latest trend appliances and accuracy.

Fig 3. Merits of Existing system and proposed system
The figure 3 clearly shows that the proposed KMES system is more reliable, accurate and
applies a latest trend that evolves in the market. Almost 90% latest trend is applied in the
proposed system that includes Window services, automatic report generation and sending
report as an email.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented an automated report generation and services for health care environment. master and transaction tables using Sql server 2008. WS1 was created to fetch the
details from the database and generate the reports. Thus, the complete sets of data were executed using stored procedure. Such those data were filled in the dataset for the report designer
to generate the report. The final report was stored in the PDF format at the certain location for
future access. WS2 was created to retrieve the generated report and sent to the user through
Email. Each and every action performed by the Window Services was recorded in the Event
Log. It was very useful to see the happenings in the window services.
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